Catholic Leader Is Part of Interfaith Month Services

The second speaker of Inter-faith month, now being observed at Connecticut College, will be Father Vincent J. Donovan, O.P., of New York City. Preacher, lecturer, author, musician, Father Donovan is the founder of the Small Thought Association, is an English speaking member of the Dominican Liturgical Institute of Rome, is an authority on the Gregorian Chant and Catholic Liturgy.

He was formerly head of the English department of Providence College, and is the brother of Col. W. J. Donovan, former assistant United States Attorney General. He has lectured at various colleges and educational institutions throughout the land, and has a broadcast in print to the Commonwealth, Blackfruits, America, Lithographic Arts Magazine, Screen Guild Magazine, etc.

He is the author of The Path of Peace, Prince of Church Music, Roots and Branches, and Liturgy and Life. He will speak in the gymnasium at 1 p.m. His topic will be St. Augustine (Aquinas) in the Modern World. Discussion after the address in the gymnasium.

Fund For Chinese Relief Collected

A total of $127.69 was given by faculty and students of Connecticut College for the Relief in China Fund. This has been forwarded to Dr. Karl T. Compton, chairman of the New England Committee for Relief in China. The money will be used in China for medical and other relief of the suffering people.

The money was raised as follows:

Group No. Giving Amit.
Faculty 43 $289.43
Windham House 55 18.25
Jane Addams House 30 10.10
Vinal 12 4.80
Humphrey House 12 2.07
Deeshon House 10 3.20
Knowlton House 38 2.35
Moser House 15 2.00
North Cottage 7 1.42
Knowlton House 38 2.35
Thames House 5 1.00
Schaffer House 4 0.75
Windham House 33 2.25

256 $127.69

Press Board Will Hold Tryouts For Aspiring Journalists

Have you a dash of printer’s ink in the blood that has never had a chance to express itself, or an ego that is immensely bolstered by seeing your name in print? The time of year has now approached when Pressboard can supply the answer to such hidden yearnings. Old and new tryouts are welcomed alike.

For several years a closed corporation of about fourteen girls and a varying number of amateur photographers have been interviewing the visiting guest and writing up club meetings and various gatherings, getting inside stories on dramatic productions, attending discussion groups, covering all the various news aspects of campus life. The photographs and copy of the girls, and another girl body gives the outside world an excellent picture of every angle of life at C. C. from freshman initiation to senior graduation. Perhaps you

bushy ones or non-letter writers wondered before how Susie Jones of Poldunk knew that you were No. 1 on the rifle team, had made Dean’s list, or were representing C. C. at the Genera conference. The junior numbers send out the small “personal” to our hometown and the daily or weekly columns are sent out by the proud possessors of Pressboard pins that resemble the Phi Beta keys.

To the tryouts Pressboard offers the opportunity to try your skill at various types of newspaper writing, to introduce a number of interesting celebrities that visit our campus, and the chance to become acquainted with immeasurable phases of college life. If you like people and life and have a flair for writing, come around and get acquainted.

The step between junior membership and editors is ever so slight and great fun to make.

Friend and Trustee Of College Dies

Students, Faculty Learn Of Loss Of Colin S. Buell

President Blunt called a special chapel service last Tuesday in honor of a friend of the college who recently passed away—Mr. Colin S. Buell.

Mr. Buell became the first principal of Williams Memorial Institute, the girls high school in New London, when he was still a young man; and he devoted the rest of his life to it. That school has been closely connected with Connecticut College. It sends us more students than any other school, takes many of our alumnae as teachers, and receives our students as practice teachers.

Mr. Buell was also closely connected with the opening and growth of Connecticut College. He was one of the early incorporators of the college, and was chairman of the committee which ran the campaign for funds. He was secretary of the Board of Trustees from the very beginning.

Mr. Buell was always devoted to the college interests. He supported the educational program, attending to large and small needs with equal efficiency. His life meant a great deal to the whole of Connecticut College.

Music Club Offers Guitar Concert by Julio Oyanguren

Julio Martinez Oyanguren, whose playing of the Spanish guitar had brought such of him a high praise of music critics, will present a guitar recital Thursday, February 17, at 4 p.m. in the college gymnasium.

Mr. Oyanguren is to be presented under the auspices of the Music Club of the college.

Mid-Winter Formal

Spanish Poet, Critic, Here Friday

The Spanish Club will present Pedro Salinas, Spain’s foremost poet and critic on Friday evening, February 18, at 7:30 in the 1937 House. Soren Salinas has published ten volumes of poetry and is undoubtedly one of the world’s first ranking poets today. He is professor of Spanish literature at the University of Madrid, and is in this country as visiting professor at Wellesley. He will speak on “Las dos caras de Espana-Castilia y Andalusia.” Everyone is invited to come.

Mildred Weitlich ’39, Promises Success of Mid-Winter Dance

A STUDENT SPEAKS

AT CHAPEL

THURSDAY MORNING

Music Club Offers Guitar Concert by Julio Oyanguren

Valentine Motif In Color, Decorations, To Predominate

Under the leadership of Mildred Weitlich ’39 plans for the gala Mid-Winter formal are just about complete. The final meeting of waitresses to adjust the last wrinkles and to make the plans final will be held tomorrow. And that puts an end to the list of preparations for the event this weekend to which all classes are looking forward.

Waitresses for the occasion will be the following: Margaret Ball, have been selected, Alice P. Scarritt ’38, Eldreda Lowe, Ruth Gilady, and Barbara Boyle ’39; Marilyn Masted and Grace Ball ’39.

Mildred Weitlich ’39

In all the dance sounds as if it would be well worth the price of admission. Prices for the afternoon dance to be held from three until five are just half that of the evening, and the same music under the able direction of Ken Reeves with his orchestra from Boston, will be thrown in for good measure.

Sophs Become Sleuths In Effort To Find Mascot of Juniors

By ANNE DARLING ’38

Will yet another Junior class score a victory over the Sophomores in the Mascot Hunt? That is the question all the campus is buzzing about behind closed doors. Just for variety we would like to call the Phils Vances and Sherlock Holmes among the Sophomores the rare phenomenon of nailing the Junior gift in their telegram in the night of the hunt.

It was in 1921 that this annual struggle of wits between the two classes began over a totem pole. The first attempt at rules end regulations came in 1923. The Mascot was to be selected by the Sophomores before presentation to the college, it must be hidden but not locked up on campus; the ten days’ strife was to be one of wits not force, neither Seniors or Freshmen were to offer organized aid, and no activity should take place before 6 a.m. The necessity for such rulings shows how exciting and breathless the event had grown to be. In 1924 the Mohican Hotel became the scene for the Junior Banquet and also the last hope for the desperate Sophomore sleuths.
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A novel of the moment, A. I. Cronin's the citadel, reviewed by Mary-Elizabeth Baldwin '29

There is some question in my mind whether A. I. Cronin's new novel THE CITADEL is better as a novel or as a fine piece of propaganda. As a matter of fact, the work is both. A novel of great story and a fine piece of exposition of deplorable conditions.

As a novel, it is one of the type that is impossible to put down, even though the beauty and poignancy of the tale is almost completely lost about one-third of the way through the book. It might be said that the book is 2/3 the history of the life of one man, a young doctor, raw from medical school, who is too easily swayed from the course of truth to himself by the shining vision of wealth and prominence. It is a naive vision that the book loses its moving power, not to recover it until the end, which, however, never reaches the mark set by the story of his early life. To be sure, the time of Dr. Manson's London practice is adequately described and is gripping, yet the author seems to have fallen into the easy fault of suiting his character to prove his point. The change is too swift in the young doctor and not entirely plausible as a result. Nevertheless, it is a tragic and moving story, far above the average of the usual best-selling fiction.

As a bitter outcry against "society doctors" who know little about their profession except how to charge the most exorbitant rates, it is equally good. Fortunately, he never allows himself to give way to his bitterness, which would defeat his own ends. Instead he conveys unforgivingly the unhappiness of the lives of the patients and their families, though the doctor who failed never suffered.

Considering that the author is a doctor, there is surprisingly little medical technicalities in his work, just enough to give it an air of sincerity and not completely swamping the reader. His doctor and his wife are very real people, and their life and happiness and sorrow are not fictitious in any way. The author is at his best, however, in portraying the two small Welsh towns with which the doctor is associated in his early days. In this field the author raises far above him and has the distinct mark of originality. The book as a whole though fails to fulfill the early promise, though it never ceases to be interesting and very sincere.

C. C. Loses Trustee

It is seldom that the college as a whole senses the loss of someone as near to the institution and its interests as was Mr. Colin S. Buell, who passed away two weeks ago. Because of his continued effort in the beginning and growth of the college he is known to students and faculty as a man of broad vision and figures in the brief history of the college.

The Trustees were promoting the idea of starting a women's college here before others were willing to take the initiative. It is this persistence in interest and effort for which Mr. Buell will be remembered. His work did not come to an end when the Board of Trustees kept in constant contact with its progress and development. And up to the time of his death Mr. Buell was promoting the best efforts of the administration of the college.

Thus it is with regret that students and faculty face the news of his death. A place such as he had filled will be hard to fill. In the passing of Mr. Buell the college has suffered the loss of someone as near to the institution and its future as was its benefactor.

Organized Bull Sessions

There has been a series of articles in this column of News this week about the values of bull sessions, trying to show how these are an indication of the growth in intelligence of the individual. This was even before we heard of an attempt to organize a series of organized bull sessions which all began when "Cindy" Burr arrived back from the Ohio State University where she had gained from meeting and talking with students from colleges all over the country. The final version of this idea was seen at a well attended meeting in the 1937 dormitory last Thursday night. It was sponsored by no single organization on campus. In addition to the usual blanket invitation which was posted on bulletin boards, special notices were sent to men who might be particularly interested. And the fact that individuals were asked this way meant an unusually large turn out.

But more important than the number who attended is the fact that they were arrived into thoughtful attitude which did not stop when the meeting had to be called to a close. Groups met in every campus corner the next day or evening some of the ideas which had been suggested by the meeting. And (Continued on page 8, columns 2)
Mrs. Woodhouse Ora Witte Gives Fine Arts Field Song Recital

Says Fine Arts Field Song Recital Is Promising One

Business world is looking for college-trained girls who can put this philistine nonsense in the dustbin of history. "The woman of today," she said, "needs mental acuteness and a fine sense of style and the ability to laugh—mostly at herself."

Dr. Hornell Hart Is Called to Duke U.

Dr. Hornell Hart, one of the most popular public speakers in the country, has been called to a professorship on the Duke University faculty. No other person has been elected to a professorship at the Hartford Seminary Foundation since 1938 but will take over his duties next fall. Dr. Hart received his A. B. degree from Oberlin College in 1910, his A.M. degree from the University of Wisconsin in 1914, and his Ph.D. degree from the University of Chicago in 1921. From 1924-40, he was associate professor of social work at the New York University and from 1930 until his coming to Hartford he was professor there. Dr. Hart has been prominent in civic and religious activities. He is well known as a speaker not only in Hartford but throughout the state. Dr. Hart has been an active member of the Republican State Committee and has served as a member of the executive committee. He is married and has two children.

New Type "Winter Sports" Instituted As Mother Nature Holds Off Snow

By HARRIET-LENNE LEFKI '41

IDEALLY speaking, "winter sports" are usually considered an impossibility in Connecticut during the wintertime.
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Dr. H. Wieman Speaks On "The Superhuman in Everyday Life"

"The Superhuman in Everyday Life" was the subject of a lecture by Dr. Henry Wieman, Professor of the Philosophy of Religion at the Divinity School of the University of Chicago, last Wednesday afternoon. Dr. Wieman, who is at present delivering a series of lectures at Harvard Theological Seminary, defined the Superhuman as a "power for general growth, which he said, is superhuman because while man can undergo it, he cannot make it. There is a gentleness about growth which man cannot imitate. Though it is mighty, mighty all that is good, it can be destroyed. This power for good does not resist destruction with violence, but it has ability to reassert itself. Man is the most delicate, the least protected of growing creatures. Therefore he must cooperate with his fellow men lest he perish. He can be possessed by the Superhuman if he will give up his combing ideas and ambitions and desire instead the richest, the most abundant life that can be lived. He must also admit that his present way of life is narrow and unsatisfactory."

It is most important, however, "that man commit himself with utmost sincerity to the best that can be found." Whether he can be expected to do this he is superhuman power of growth, God, or some other being, he must commit himself absolutely. This search for the best in life will be easier if more than one person tries to find the Superhuman. If there are two or three people who are sincerely living as human beings, he cannot make it."

There is a gentleness about growth which man cannot undergo it, he cannot make it. The reason is quite the best, for he has ankle trouble."

Jean Moran '40 was mailing a letter to Bob Hope, of Hollywood Hotel program, inquiring the meaning of "Fash, Sus Spinney 40 was chosen among twenty out of six thousand girls, as a member of the Dartmouth Carnival's". An honor that she dreamed not of. Other Sophomores were Besse Knowlton, Jane Heloise, Sue Leamore, Natalie Kilvan, Connie Harvey, Edna Headley, Anne Osborne, Cathrine Gilbert, and Pep Goldsmith.

The Juniors were Mary Winton, Barbara Myers, Carol Frines, Janet Jones, "Sis" Homer, Jean Friedlander, Jean Mead, Betty Bisard, and Winifred Valentine. Mary Lou Headley is second. Tommy Dorsey held a benefit through the case during the past Amalgamation meeting. It seemed that "for years and years" no one has seemed to want to hear them; and acting upon this supposition, Kay had left the minutes at home.

Miss Hartshorn has been blanking over the way she marked and half of her Freshman hygiene section off the roll. As she called the names, one person after another had been visiting, not transferring.

Kay Wadsworth was not a little taken aback when students, calling the bluff, voted to hear the minutes of the past Association meeting. It seemed that "for years and years" no one has seemed to want to hear them; and acting upon this supposition, Kay had left the minutes at home.

Miss Hartshorn has been blanking over the way she marked and half of her Freshman hygiene section off the roll. As she called the names, one person after another had been visiting, not transferring.

Middy Wetrich and Janie Kreppe sent some rather unusual valentines we hear. Two beautifully decorated florist boxes containing carefully tied bunches of pansies found their way to swains at Williams.

Marietta Luceock '40 telegraphed her family "Of course, off, off, off, off, off, off." Their answer was "Hot stuff, hot stuff, hot stuff, hot stuff, hot stuff, hot stuff, hot stuff," in answer to two swains at Williams.

Have you seen the huge sign Edna Headley '40 is carrying around?

Valentine's day may be fun for some of you—but those post-office clerks don't thing much of the holiday. Prompt Mary Capps walked in ten minutes after you.
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This Collegiate World Music Club Offers Guitar Concert By Julio Oyanguren

Continued (from Page 1, Column 4)
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Thick
you don't forget

Every smoker remembers with pleasure the day he found out about Chesterfields.

Chesterfields give you a different kind of smoking pleasure...
mildness that's more refreshing

taste that's more satisfying

Mild ripe tobaccos and pure cigarette paper, these Chesterfield ingredients are the best a cigarette can have. Chesterfields SATISFY

Copyright 1938, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.